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New European Champion:  Held in Alcochete, Portugal between 20-29th August, the Euro 
Champs yielded a new champion in the form of Roland Matt; displacing Christophe Paysant-La-
Roux into second place.  
Sadly Kevin and his family had suffered a bereavement in the family (our thoughts are with 
them), and due to these unfortunate circumstances he was unable to attend. His place was filled 
by John Harrop and after all the formalities with the BMFA had been dealt with, he was on his 
way two days later and with two models. 
The team of Angus, Brandon and John came a creditable 8th place as a team. Brandon was our 
highest placed individual pilot in 17th place and made the cut for the semi final in the prelims 
in 13th place, with Angus 21st and John in 29th place. They put in a great performance and we 
should all be proud of them.
It was good to see our chief judge Bob Ailles at this event as a member of the judging panel, we 
all know that Bob will pass on the detail’s of his experience to us all. Its really good to see Bob 
carrying out his duty as our elected chief judge at an FAI event of this importance at last.
Full results can be viewed at:

http://www.fpam.pt/ecf3a04/
I’m sure there are some keyboards working overtime on pilot’s reports which I hope to bring 
you next time.

BMFA Nationals.  Driving to Barkston late on Friday afternoon in bright sunshine and no more 
than a light breeze, I’m thinking “If only it could be like this all weekend”.  Nice try, but it 
was not to be!  Although dryer than most years (except when the rainmeister, Ashley Hoyland, 
flew), it was even more windy than usual and cold at times too with the windchill - glad I took 
my ski suit.  This year, Adrian Harrison organised a static display in the BMFA tent to promote 
F3A aerobatics in the busy part of the airfield.  Although wholly in favour Adrian’s idea, I was 
concerned that we might not have enough helpers to run the competition and the display, but 
somehow we managed to pull it off and by all accounts it was very successful.  Hats off to those 
pilots who diligently went back and forth between their flights and especially Ken Moss who 
also judged several rounds of Standard and one of Seniors!
See a full report on the NATS from CD Sam Wragg on page 22.  

League Table.  On pages 24-27 you will find the domestic league table; correct at the time of 
writing.  With only Steve Dunning’s comp at Skelbrooke and the Championships at Wittering to 
be added, there are still a few places to be won or lost.  Good luck to you all!

Champs Reminder.  Don’t forget to get your entries in soon to Alison Harrop for the Champs and 
to let Alison know ASAP if you would like to attend the champs dinner on the Saturday night.
Impact.  Following on from the mention in the last issue of Aerobatics News of the new Impact 
ARF, a 2m patternship from Composite ARF in Hong Kong, I came across this link in a thread 
on the RC Universe website: http://www.weinig-web.de/impact.htm.  This website details 
construction of the model with many photos which is just as well since the text is all in German.  
Well worth a look.

Congratulations to Keith Jackson and his wife Anna on the birth of their son William, 
who according to Keith is already over the FAI weight limit. [Stuart: better send off a new 
membership form]

Alan Simmonds 
Newsletter Editor.
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New Products

Criterium International sud Hainaut (Civry) 
21st, 22nd & 23rd May 2004

After reading Kevin Caton’s report on the Civry International F3A event in last years newsletter I 
decided to go along to this year’s event and see what all the fuss was about. I had left the decision to 
go a bit late, but luckily there was still space to take part.

The navigation was made a little easier by travelling in convoy with Brandon and Alexis, John 
Harrop and family. We travelled across on the Eurotunnel on Thursday morning, and made our way 
towards Belgium, stopping for a superb pizza on the way. We somehow managed to stick together 
(despite a few last minute swerves to get across to the required exits) and after about 2 hours of 
driving arrived at the flying site in Grandieu.

The site consisted of a nicely cut grass strip (fenced off), a clubhouse, toilet, “hangar” and large tent 
for eating in (and later we found – drinking in!). Arthur Silsby had arrived a few days earlier and had 
received a warm welcome and lots of help with trimming and flying. 

I know it’s not really F�A but I couldn’t resist showing these petrol engines coming soon 
from Mintor in Italy.

The weather was hot and sunny with not too much in the way of wind. The air felt a little dead 
during the British pilots first few flights but improved as the afternoon went on.

John’s luck went as normal, when the 140DZ in his Lazulite dropped markedly in power, and 
wouldn’t reduce to a slow enough idle to land. Eventually it stopped and John removed the engine 
only to find a crack running diagonally across the bottom of the crankcase! One of the wheels and 
axle fell off my Synergy – luckily no damage resulted and John kindly lent me a replacement. Kevin 
arrived later in the afternoon with his family - somewhere in the car was his Rhapsody. Brandon was 
flying his usual seasoned campaigner: the “immaculate” Evolis with “softly sprung” undercarriage.

Food was provided by the local club (AASH) during the afternoon/evening. It was at this point that 
I remembered I hadn’t organised any accommodation. I needn’t have worried, as Gerard Werion 
phoned around and found a room at the hotel where the judges were staying (10 minutes away). It 
wasn’t until Saturday that I realised I had been crossing the border between Belgium and France each 
time I returned to the hotel! The rest of the British contingent stayed in a gite just down the road.

16 competitors arrived on Friday morning for the first day’s competitive flying. It wasn’t as sunny as 
the previous day and the wind had increased significantly and was almost 90 degrees to the flightline. 
The flying was, as expected, to a high standard with some top European pilots in attendance. Two 
rounds were completed before the end of the day. There was a wide mix of power plants including 
the usual YS 4 strokes, some very quiet 2 strokes and a couple of electrics. I had not seen an 
electrically powered 2m model before, and whilst impressed by the performance I felt they still 
required further development. Just 3 weeks later I saw more electrics at Romilly and was even more 
impressed – just need to wait for the prices to reduce and reliability to be proven.

Again lunch and an evening meal were provided at the site. The food was fantastic, and it was a 
refreshing change for all pilots and family/friends to socialise together rather than departing after 
flying. Everyone was made very welcome and encouraged to partake in some local traditions, the 
only tradition appearing to be drinking the local beer “Chimay”. I thought carbon fibre was strong, 
but this stuff was something else (and I had only tried the beginners weak blend).

Saturday followed the same format, with rounds 3 and 4 being flown. Benoit Dierickx arrived to take 
part in the final two days flying. The strong crosswind persisted all weekend with a gradual drop in 

Good line up of models in the pits
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temperature as the weekend unfolded. The clubhouse became a warm refuge for everyone, with a 
fire burning, adequate seating, a bar and results posted on an overhead projector. The scores for each 
flight were ready for collection just minutes after landing and pilots weren’t required to scribe. I am 
sure I saw Arthur asleep during Saturday – probably the Chimay! It certainly didn’t adversely affect 
Arthur’s flying; he was attaining his highest scores ever and is probably the most improved F3A pilot 
in Europe!

A banquet was held at the field on Saturday evening – we had a fair idea of how the evening would 
go, as the first announcement was “…flying won’t start until 10 o’clock tomorrow morning”. The 
food and drink was excellent and I vaguely remember lots of singing and dancing (I am sure there 
are some incriminating photos accompanying this report). Thanks Bob and Marion for getting me 
back to the hotel safely.

Sunday was a much colder day and the wind had increased. Only one round was flown on the 
Sunday so that people could get home at a reasonable hour. After 5 rounds of flying the results were:

I think that 4 British pilots in the top 8 at an event like this is pretty good. Arthur had used several 
gallons of fuel practising and every drop had improved his flying. Events like this must surely help to 
raise the quality of flying and profile of British aerobatics.

This is by far the best weekends flying I have ever had. The contest was well run, the hospitality 
was second to none and I met many new friends. I can’t help but feel the words I have written here 
only give a glimpse of what a great event this is – I only hope the photographs provide a better idea 
(whilst not embarrassing anybody too much). I’ll certainly be going again in 2005.

Wouldn’t it be good if we could hold an international event similar to this in the UK?

Richard Christopher

Thanks Richard.  It would indeed be good if we could hold a similar international 
competition here and it is something we should push hard for.  Any suggestions on a 
suitable venue anyone?

Place Nationality Name Flight � Flight 2
� BE Hans Christian 50�,00 �000,00 5�6,�� �000,00
2 GB Ransley Brandon 50�,00 996,02 505,66 979,��
� BE Werion Gerard 50�,66 997,�4 499,00 966,44
4 GB Caton Kevin 496,�� 986,74 490,66 950,28
5 BE Dierickx Benoit 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
6 BE Delaere Bert 498,00 990,06 48�,66 9�2,85
7 GB Christopher Richard 48�,00 960,24 486,00 94�,26
8 GB Harrop John 460,�� 9�5,�7 46�,66 894,�2
9 BE Van Gompel Yves 475,00 944,�� 469,66 909,6�

�0 NL Van Leeuwen Frank 467,66 929,74 470,�� 9�0,9�
�� DE Wolfgruber Anton 445,�� 885,�5 4��,66 8�9,89
�2 NL Berendse Hajo 4�9,�� 87�,42 420,66 8�4,7�
�� DE Fery Ralf 449,�� 89�,�0 424,00 82�,�8
�4 DE Schiffler Bruno 446,�� 887,�4 428,00 828,9�
�5 BE Reynders Alain 426,66 848,2� 0,00 0,00
�6 BE Palmieri Benoit 457,66 909,86 0,00 0,00
�7 GB Silsby Arthur �50,00 695,8� 408,66 79�,47

Flight � Flight 4 Flight 5 � best
495,66 946,5� 540,00 �000,00 540,66 97�,0� �000,00
52�,66 �000,00 5��,00 987,04 555,66 �000,00 2996,02
496,00 947,�8 520,66 964,�9 5�0,66 9�9,02 2927,96
50�,66 96�,8� 5�0,66 945,67 50�,66 902,82 2898,8�
5�0,�� 974,54 504,�� 9��,94 54�,00 977,22 2885,7�
460,�� 879,06 498,66 92�,44 489,66 88�,22 2846,�6
478,66 9�4,07 50�,�� 9�2,09 499,00 898,0� 28��,59
49�,66 9�8,89 495,�� 9�7,28 494,�� 889,6� 277�,�4
475,66 908,�4 48�,66 89�,96 495,�� 89�,4� 2762,28
450,�� 859,97 484,�� 896,9� 480,66 865,0� 27�7,56
475,00 907,08 45�,�� 8�9,50 48�,�� 869,8� 2662,26
44�,66 847,2� 467,66 866,04 456,�� 82�,24 2586,69
440,00 840,24 44�,�� 8�7,28 46�,00 8��,24 2566,78
44�,66 847,2� 4�9,00 8�2,96 24�,00 4�7,�2 256�,49
447,66 854,87 452,66 8�8,26 4�5,�� 78�,45 254�,�6
428,00 8�7,�2 �96,66 7�4,56 4�9,�� 790,65 25�7,8�
405,�� 774,0� 408,�� 756,�7 4�6,66 785,84 2�5�,�4

Opposite page top:  Bruno Schiffler’s YS140DZ powered Diesel 
Opposite page bottom: Anton Wolfgruber’s Hacker powered Lazulite
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More pictures from Belgium
We can see you all had a good time!  Thanks to Arthur Silsby for the ‘evidence’.

Triple Crown, Cork Racecourse, Mallow, Ireland

3rd & 4th July 2004
By Richard Christopher

A brief account of this year’s Triple Crown which was held in Ireland.

I left home at 10:15am Thursday morning and, after an hour delay on the ferry, arrived at the 
bed and breakfast (2 min drive from the racecourse) at 11:00pm.

Friday practice was abandoned by all but the hardiest pattern pilot (Arthur Silsby had 4 flights). 
A local pub equipped with pool table was the place of refuge for the despondent Scottish team 
and myself.

Looking out of the bed and breakfast window on Saturday morning, things didn’t look too bad 
and the local forecast was for brisk winds with occasional showers. As it turned out Saturday 
was quite a pleasant day with blue sky, but a stiff breeze blowing predominantly from left to 
right.

Sunday was a little cloudier, and flying was interrupted 3 or 4 times while some rain showers 
passed through. This didn’t prevent the planned 4 rounds from being completed over the two 
days. Arthur Silsby and myself effectively got to fly 6 rounds as we alternated flying as the 
“third” English pilot.

The Irish organisers should be congratulated on the site preparation at Cork racecourse. This is 
the venue that was used for the world championships. One of the runways used at the worlds 
was located and put back into service with lots of hard work in the weeks leading up to the 
event. Then just days before the Triple Crown it was discovered that a Gymkhana would be 
taking place at the same end of the racecourse. The Irish troops rallied around and produced an 
alternative runway at the other end of the course (not an easy task when looking at the rough 
terrain surrounding it).

Lunch was provided at the flying field during the weekend. Saturday evening saw everybody 
gather at a local pub for a superb meal – I think Malcolm Balfour was one of the few who 
managed to eat a dessert!

The standard of flying was generally very good considering the quite strong wind which 
produced some bumpy air nearer to the ground. A variety of models were in use; Malcolm 
Balfour was flying his new Partner, Ray Keane was flying one of the latest Angels Shadows and 
David Balfour made a welcome return flying a Lazulite.

Noel Barrett was flying a Diesel (that’s the model name not the engine!!) powered by a Hacker 
electric motor. This technology is still being developed in F3A, but I am sure it won’t be that 
long before the I/C engine will be the unusual noise at competitions.

Ireland were eventually crowned the winners, and deservedly so, they really have achieved a 
high standard of flying over the last few years. Scotland were close on their heals taking second 
place, England were third and the International team (consisting of one Scottish pilot and two 
Irish pilots) were fourth.

David Tappin and Peter Brett were the two English judges who had made the trip across the 
Irish Sea. A long way to travel to sit in a field watching model aeroplanes!

I left the B & B on Monday morning at 4:45am and arrived home at 4:45pm. A tiring weekend.

I would like to thank Brian Buckley for information leading up to the event, Arthur for his 
infectious enthusiasm for aerobatics, the Scottish contingent and English judges for their 
support, and most of all the Irish for their warm hospitality.
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Team Placings

Position Country Score
� Ireland 8�24.277
2 Scotland 8050.505
� England 72�7.757
4 International 6856.64�

Individual Placings

Rank Country Pilot Total Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4
� Scotland Angus Balfour �000.000 �000.000 �000.000 97�.5�9 �000.000

2 Ireland Ray Keane 2920.979 758.648 982.6�4 �000.000 9�8.�65

� Ireland Shane 
Robinson 2795.��0 858.424 976.�75 9�0.759 908.�76

4 Scotland Malcolm Balfour 2792.969 87�.877 929.8�� 94�.772 92�.�84

5 England Richard 
Christopher 2762.907 802.69� 946.555 900.000 9�6.�52

6 Ireland Niall O Sullivan 2608.�87 0.000 9�8.22� 904.4�0 785.5�5

7 England Rotating Pilot 247�.659 880.846 727.624 865.�90 70�.�45

8 Scotland Bill Allison 2�26.290 770.0�9 796.52� 7�8.987 759.748

9 Intern’l David Balfour 2�22.504 757.207 679.974 882.278 68�.0�9

�0 Intern’l Paul Houlihan 2�22.0�8 709.80� 766.90� 76�.29� 79�.824

�� Intern’l Brian Buckley 2289.�54 695.708 790.728 78�.646 7�6.98�

�2 Ireland Noel Barrat 22��.�8� 662.�96 7�9.25� 748.7�4 74�.�96

�� England Arthur Silsby 2��4.852 672.005 729.556 7��.29� 627.76�

�4 Scotland Steve Currie 2025.7�5 54�.�20 754.668 729.747 476.7�0

Ray Keane’s New Angel’s Shadow

Above: Angus Balfour’s Winning Synergy
Below: Some or all of the pilots in the England team
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Warboys 11 th July 2004
The weather was more like late autumn than mid summer but were we downhearted, no we were 
not.

The entry this year was superb with 24 people entered. On the day it was down to 18- just about 
right for 3 rounds.

The first round got underway at about 9.15 and in each class more or less set the pattern for the 
remainder of the competition in terms of positions. The flying was generally of a high standard 
reflected in the number of promotion scores obtained during the procedures.

Winners, Andy Waterhouse in Masters, Neil Scratchley in Seniors and Chris Andrews in 
Standard consistently showed their form in each successive round and in Sportsman, Ryan 
Prime, on his own, showed with his second round promotion score, that he is soon destined to 
move up into Standard. (Watch out Dad (Andy)) he will soon be overtaking you.

The rain held off and we even had glimpses of the sun. What more could you ask. 

Richard Christopher not flying in the actual comp, gave a very capable demo flight of the 
F05 schedule at lunchtime  for the benefit of us lesser mortals with his  beautifully decorated 
Synergy from Probuild. Just the job to encourage us to try harder.

My thanks to Bob Ailles and Tom Shore for the consistently close scoring and to Ken Moss and 
Andy Waterhouse for giving them a break in Round 2 by judging the Standard and Sportsman 
classes.

Last but not least thank you again to Jayne Garlick and Pat Ball for patiently doing all the 
painstaking scoring additions throughout the day and of course the Ramsey club members for 
giving up a days flying and providing a superb venue again this year.

Hope to see you all again next year .

Clive Whitwood  14.07.04

WARBOYS  11TH  JUNE 2004
Pos NAME Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total

MASTERS
� ANDY WATERHOUSE 46� 477 48� 960
2 BARRY MACLEOD 442.5 446 462.5 908.5
� BRIAN HOARE 428.5 4�4.5 408.5 86�
4 KEN MOSS �96 424.5 425 849.5
5 ADRIAN  HARRISON �7� 4�9.5 424.5 844
6 BILL MICHIE �74 204.5 4�2.5 786.5
7 ALISTAIR MICHIE ��7.5 2�9.5 �82 557

SENIORS
� NEIL SCRATCHLEY �8�.5 �87.5 400 787.5
2 GARY PEACOCK �74 �77 �90.5 767.5
� ANDY PRIME �08 ���.5 �5� 666.5
4 EDDIE SCOTT 266.5 274 ��9 59�

STANDARD
� CHRIS ANDREWS 2�6 272 254.5 526.5
2 ALAN CONNELLY 2�5 2�4 2�� 469
� GEOFF ELLIS 202 247 2�2.5 459.5
4 KEITH BAKER 2�6 2��.5 224 455.5
5 STUART TURRELL 2�6.5 2�2.5 2�6 452.5
6 MEL GARLICK �57.5 �76.5 �56 ��4

SPORTSMAN
� RYAN PRIME ���.5 �67 �49.5 ��6.5
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July 18th 2004 Baldock, Herts
The venue for this new competition was the field of North London Model Flying 
Club based just outside Baldock in Hertfordshire. This site has been my local club for 
the last seven years and previous members have included Ian Lightbody and Terry 
Westrop.

A small turnout of competitors was a blessing for this inaugural comp as the day 
started  with mixed weather. Arriving early at the field to set up the conditions were 
promising with virtually NO wind. mid way through the first flight the cloud moved 
in slowly bringing drizzle then rain, The lack of wind meant the weather hung around. 
Around an hour passed with everyone taking shelter before a brave Gary Peacock took 
to the skies and flew well, apparently, because half the figures were in cloud. More 
sitting around prevailed until the skies were clear enough for us to fly.

In Standard class I do not believe that I have ever seen such a close competition. 
The first three places being separated by just 3 points, with one point between 1st 
and second. All three fliers gaining promotion scores. The winner on the day was 
Alan Connelly, his flying and confidence much improved with the use of his Ex 
Brandon Ransley Caprise. Close second was Andy Meek followed by Stuart Turrell. 
A newcomer in his first event was my own clubmate Nigel Kern flying an ex John 
Harrop Typhoon acquired from my brother on his retirement (he now flys Full 
Size!!!). On the morning of the comp Nigel was determined not to fly, however with 
some convincing he had a go and was by the end of the day visibly improving in his 
confidence and scores. The good news is that he enjoyed it and has been practising 
since for his next comp.

In senior it is good to see Gary Peacock back after a 10 year lay off from competitive 
flying, With no competition against him he still managed consistent and accurate 
flights with promotion flights on each round - Time to move up again i think!

In master class the family rivalry between the Michie’s prevailed with Bill taking 
honours on the day over Alastair, although both were flying well and achieved 
promotion scores. Third place went to Adrian Harrison with my own performance best 
left out.

George Drever and Steve Birchall flew FAI class with Steve finally taking the honours 
with a combined score of 926.5 against George on 896.5.

Despite the on and off weather, which when we flew was ok, a result was declared and 
the comp was a success. Thanks go to my club and members for the use of the field 
and foregoing a days flying. Our Judges for the day Brian Ball and Alan Wild and 
scoring which was ably handled all day by Mrs Ball. 

Greg Butterworth.

Baldock GBRCAA comp 18th July 2004
POS Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total

Standard
� Alan Connelly 241.5 235.5 228.0 477.0
2 Andrew Meek 220.5 239.0 237.0 476.0
� Stuart Turrell 2�2.5 2�0.5 241.5 474.0
4 Nigel Kern 69.0 �82.0 �77.0 �59.0

Senior
� Gary Peacock 385.0 400.0 378.0 785.0

Masters
� Bill Michie 463.5 429.5 �98.5 89�.0
2 Alastair Michie �72.0 438.0 410.0 848.0
� Adrian Harrison �9�.0 �6�.5 �90.0 78�.0
4 Greg Butterworth 280.5 ���.5 �56.0 667.5

FAI
� Steve Birchall 459.5 450.0 467.0 926.5
2 George Drever 4�5.5 447.5 449.0 896.5

(Promotion scores in bold/Italic)

Brian Brotherton Memorial Trophy
Newmarket - 27 June 2004

Pos Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total
FAI

1 Keith Jackson 474.5 498.5 474 97�
2 Richard Christopher 48� 484.5 478.5 967.5
3 George Drever 446.5 422.5 �64 869

Masters
1 Andrew Waterhouse 42�.5 �84 42� 842.5
2 Bill Michie �52.5 �87 �85 772
3 Adrian Harrison �70.5 �4�.5 �66 709.5
4 Alistair Michie 294.5 �49 �06.5 655.5

Senior
1 Neil Scratchley �27 ��4 �44 67�
2 Ray Burbidge 259.5 27�.5 290 56�.5

Standard
1 Geoff Ellis 2�5 250 222.5 472.5
2 Keith Baker 2�0 2�9 2�7 456
3 Stuart Turrell �96 20� 202.5 405.5
4 Mel Garlick �56.5 56.5 0 2��
5 Alan Connelly 70 5� 25 �2�

Keith Jackson won the trophy with the highest % raw score. Ed.
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Judging the Rolling Circle
A little clarification on one of our favourite manoeuvre from the two Bobs

(two bob’s worth?)

Dear Bob

Is there something wrong here, or is it just me not grasping the meaning of the 
description or the judging notes of this manoeuvre.

F-05.�0 Rolling circle with three rolls opposite directions, first roll to the outside:

Perform a rolling circle (away from or towards the runway)

yet in the judging notes, it states the manoeuvre must be downgraded if done towards 
the runway.

Bob at the present Brandon and Kevin start this manoeuvre at a depth of approximately 
��0metres and go out to a depth of �50 to 450 metres approximately.

At what depth do you feel they should be and is 450 metres to deep?

Regards, 

Bob A

Dear Bob

Maybe the description could have been put differently. Currently it states that if done 
TOWARDS the runway, it must not infringe on the box limits, in which case the normal 
progressive downgrade would apply. In all my years of being involved in competitive 
aerobatics, I have never seen one done towards the runway.

The main criterium here is visibility. If the pilots do the circle so large that you are 
unable to see the change-over, or any other component of the manoeuvre clearly, it’s 
not going to earn a high score. From your description, Brandon and Kevin’s circles 
seem perfectly acceptable.

Best regards

Bob S

Wings and Wheels 2004
Garry Peacock

On Friday July 25th I met my mate Eug on the outskirts of Harlow at about 2.30 in 
the afternoon. We drove on to North Weald airfield and once there started to set up a 
G.B.R.C.A.A. stand using Eug’s new caravan and awning. We spent the rest of the 
afternoon and evening meeting up with and chatting to many acquaintances. As North 
Weald M.F.C. members we were able to drive to the other end of the airfield were the 
club flies and put in an hour or so with my shock fly. By the time we got back the bar 
was up and running so we popped in for a couple of cold ones. During the evening 
Mick Binnersley, who had driven all the way from Yorkshire managed to find us and a 
good evening was had by all.

Saturday morning and soon after we woke up Bill and Alistair Michie arrived as they 
had volunteered to fly for the association in our two slots. I know that Bill put in a 
lot of time and effort working out how he and Alistair could make the slots appeal 
to the general flying public. I would like to say thanks for this you guys, the flying 
was excellent. On the stand myself, Eug, and Mick spent the day talking aerobatics 
to anyone who showed an interest and also selling raffle tickets. The raffle prize was 
an A.R.T.F. Extra 300 which I purchased second hand from a club mate for £65.At 
the end of the day, after a bite to eat we again returned to socialise in the beer tent. 
Our helpers all made there way home during the evening as Mick was competing at 
Skelbrooke on the Sunday as was Bill and Alli at Newmarket.

Mike Williams was at the show for the weekend and kindly agreed to fly for us on the 
Sunday. He mixed simple pattern flying with some 3d  and flew superbly. Many thanks 
Mike.

We had a busier day on the stand with better weather bringing out more punters and 
I was pleased with the level of interest shown at the stand. We ended up selling 246 
tickets and so after paying for the kit and the stand made just over £100 for the team 
travel fund.

I personally feel this was a worthwhile exercise. The interest shown was good and to 
my mind it takes away the opinion hat we are an elitist group who don’t like outsiders. 
I know that the raffle isn’t going to send the boys all that far down the road to any 
championships but it’s a start and I think we could improve on this in the future.

Many thanks to; Eugene, Bill, Alistair, Mike Binnersley, Mike Williams for your help 
over the weekend and to Adrian Harrison for the excellent schedule boards.       

Well done Garry, you are a star!  
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Members Adverts
Members may place private adverts in this section free of charge. 

For Sale
• “Top Star II” MK Products latest 2m aerobatic model, MK fittings, Tetra tank, 

c/w YS�40LM, manifold and Hatory pipe. All as new, just fit gear and fly - £�250
• “AKUMA” Carbon/Kevlar 2m pattern model (P.L. Prod). 2K paint and film 

finish, MK fittings, c/w retracts and servo - £475.

• OS140RX.  excellent condition - £245

Contact Gerry Scothern, 0�62� 479422 - Home, or 0�62� 44���4 - Office.

• Alliance for Sale

Everything fitted - Just requires painting and covering. Complete with YS�40L, 
Mount & Retract Units. £�600

Contact Sam: 0��4 246 940�

Weekend 1 Weekend 2 Weekend 3 Weekend 4 Weekend 5

August

1 8
Ashbourne
All Classes
CD: Brian Hoare

15 22 28/29/30
BMFA Nationals
Barkston Heath
CD: Sam Wragg

September
5
Skelbrooke
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

12 19
5th Centralised - Phoenix MFC
London Colney (St Albans)
NOW OPEN TO ALL CLASSES
Entries to Alison Harrop

26

October

2/3 GBRCAA Championships
RAF Wittering
All Classes (FAI: P-05/F-05)
Double Normal Entry Fees.
CD: Kevin Caton
Entries to Alison Harrop

10 17 24 31

November
7 14 21 Saturday 27  

AGM and Presentation Dinner 
Holiday Inn - Leicester

Note: Please don’t forget if your competition is not booked through the Alison 
Harrop, the Competition Secretary, it’s not an official GBRCAA comp.

CD’s: Please contact me with your certificate requirements 
at least one week before the competition Ed.

GBRCAA 2004 Competition Calendar Issue 5 August 2004

GBRCAA Newsletter Advertising Rates 2004

Price Per Page

Pages Discount % B&W Colour

¼ 0 £6.00 £�0.00

½ 0 £�0.00 £�6.00

1 0 £�5.00 £20.00

2 5 £�4.25 £�9.00

3 �0 £��.50 £�8.00

4 �5 £�2.75 £�7.00

5 20 £�2.00 £�6.00

6 25 £��.25 £�5.00

7 �0 £�0.50 £�4.00

8 �5 £9.75 £��.00

9 40 £9.00 £�2.00

10 or more 45 £8.25 £��.00

Discount rates are based on total pages (B&W + Colour)

20-29th European Championships - Alcochete Lisboa Portugal
Website: www.fpam.pt/ecf3a04
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Contest Directors
Alison Harrop
133 Longdown Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 4QR
Tel: 01260 279227

Bob Ailles
67 Wilson Avenue
Rochester
Kent
ME1 2SH
Tel: 01634 849101
Email:  judge@gbrcaa.org

Brian Ball
73 Greenfield Road
Flitton
Bedfordshire
MK45 5DJ
Tel: 01525 712599

Brian Hoare
27 Forest Road
Winsford, Cheshire
CW7 2RE
Tel: 01606 861793
Email: 
briansairstrip@aol.com

Brandon Ransley
The Granary
Tunnel Hill Mews
Knock Lane
Blisworth, Northampton
NN7 3DA
Tel: 01604 879263
Email: 
bwr@howes-percival.co.uk

Clive Whitwood
7, Wheatsheaves
Sawtry
Huntington
Cambridgeshire
PE17 5NG
Tel: 01487 832195

Dave Matthias
8 Addison Square
Widnes
Cheshire
WA8 7DF
Tel: 0151 424 3738

Elliot Balfour
51 Braefoot Avenue
Milngavie
Glasgow
G62 6JS
Tel: 0141 584 9609

George Drever
12 Green End
Stretham
Ely
Cambridgeshire
CB6 3LE
Tel: 01353 648360

Greg Butterworth
27 The Green
Steeple Morden
Royston
Herts
SG8 0ND
Tel: 01763 853318

Richard Christopher,
The Firs, Malthouse Lane,
Smannell,
Andover,
Hampshire,
SP11 6JD.
Tel: 01264 355585

Sam Wragg
65 Stanley Road
Chapeltown
Sheffield
S35 2XS
Tel: 0114 246 4031

Steve Dunning
10 Pinefield Road
Barnby Dun
Doncaster
DN3 1QT
Tel: 01302 886279

Stuart Mellor
84 Holymoor Road, Holy-
moorside, Chesterfield, 
Derbyshire, S42 7DX.   
Tel:  01246  568043  
Email: secretary@gbrcaa.
org

Ashbourne Comp 8th August 2004
What a summer this has turned out to be, flash floods, endless storms and loads of punctures.
But as normal Ashbourne comps always come up trumps, the sun was shining but the wind was blowing. 
(South easterly)
Entries were flooding in (sorry for the pun) weeks before the event, with the entries for the day standing at a 
relaxing 15. With some new faces and old.
We started promptly at 10.00 as usual with FAI up first with Alan Simmonds and Geoff Kean judging. John 
Harrop and Sam Wragg on each other heels throughout the day with John pipping Sam to first position.
The fight for Masters goes on with the season showing some potential FAI up and comers, fortunately for me 
and the others Andrew and Barry were nowhere to be seen. I managed to hold onto first place from Adrian 
Harrison, even with a near loss when my engine cut on the last manoeuvre causing me to land down wind in 
15-20 knot winds. My legs as well as everything else were shaking as the plane gathered momentum, I turned 
the nose slightly into wind pushing on the stick to try to reduce the airspeed before she touched down on 
the grass just in front of the judges, my caller Ken was bawling at me “left rudder”. As my brain tuned into 
what he was shouting I applied full left rudder, she rotated or as Barry would say, “Did a 180 deg donut” and 
stopped at my feet, at least I am having some good luck. In third was Stuart Mellor Senior member of the” 
Mansfield Mafia”.
In the seniors it was close between Steve Kent, Martyn Uttley and Clive Grisold with them all winning a round 
apeace. Steve just managing to pip Martyn by 40 points.
Four pilots battled the winds in Standard with Andrew Meek winning two rounds and Alan Connelly wining 
one, not enough to take the gold from Andrew, in third was Andrew Wragg with his first challenge at Standard; 
well done.
I would like to thank everyone for there cooperation throughout the day making it run so smoothly especially 
Ken and his little legs which didn’t seem to get a chance to stop, fetching and calling for everyone. (Keeps him 
fit!)
A big thankyou once again to Derbyshire radio control flyers for the use of the airfield and the newly 
established grass strip (A life saver).
See you all at the Nationals or next season here at Ashbourne.
Brian Hoare

FAI P-05 Schedule
Name Pos Rnd � Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd � Norm Total
John Harrop � 46�.50 �000.00 49�.00 �000.00 465.50 �000.00 2000.000
Sam Wragg 2 4�6.50 902.49 459.00 9��.0� 447.00 960.26 �89�.292

Masters 2004
Brian Hoare � �97.50 �000.00 �77.50 �000.00 �76.00 955.5� 2000.000
Stuart Mellor � �72.50 9�7.�� �48.50 92�.�8 �40.00 864.04 �860.286
Ken Moss 4 �78.00 950.94 �24.50 859.60 �57.00 907.24 �858.�86
Gerry Scothern 5 �28.50 826.42 ��4.00 884.77 �22.50 8�9.57 �7��.�8�
Adrian Harrison 2 �50.00 880.50 �66.50 970.86 �9�.50 �000.00 �970.86�

Senior 2004
Martyn Uttley 2 287.00 872.�4 �20.00 �000.00 �27.00 957.54 �957.540
Steve Kent � �29.00 �000.00 287.00 896.88 �40.50 997.07 �997.072
Clive Grisold � 287.50 87�.86 248.50 776.56 �4�.50 �000.00 �87�.860
Ian Pilton 4 252.00 765.96 278.50 870.�� 28�.50 824.�0 �694.6�7

Standard 2004
Stuart Turrell 4 �77.50 85�.�2 200.00 892.86 208.00 9�4.29 �807.�4�
Alan Connelly 2 �7�.00 820.�4 2�6.00 964.29 227.50 �000.00 �964.286
Andrew Meek � 208.50 �000.00 224.00 �000.00 226.00 99�.4� 2000.000
Andrew Wragg � 88.50 424.46 20�.50 899.55 2�0.50 925.27 �824.828
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Nationals 2004
To fly F�a at the Nationals is an honour in its own right. To be considered as a 
candidate to be the CD at this prestigious event is an even greater honour. When I was 
approached at this years Ashbourne Centralised event. I just couldn’t refuse the offer. 

When I agreed to run the line at the Nat’s little did I know that  my son (young owdlad) 
was going to take up competing at F�a. This was going to be a even harder task

I find it remarkable the last time a Nationals was held Andrew wasn’t remotely 
interested in flying model aeroplanes (only helis)

On his fist flight I couldn’t help but feel proud of him as he stood out on the flight line for 
his first time although I have to admit I was more worried that the curse of the Cd would 
strike! has it has done in the past when the Cd has decided to fly.

I can’t remember every flight as I was busy running up and down the line trying to keep 
thing moving (and marching off to the other line’s to give the Cd’s some wrath of the 
owdlad.)

The things that stick in my mind are : -

Being absolutely petrified at the pilots briefing on the Saturday morning I was totally 
unsure of how thing would go. As all the complaints started to come over the radio at 
9.05am. I looked over to Stuart Mellor for help (who was holding his head in is hands 
in disbelief at what he was hearing coming over the radio!) It’s a lonely place out on the 
flight line, believe me I felt totally helpless? I suddenly clicked into automatic pilot! after 
all I had to look after my pilots best interests as we was being hemmed in also certain 
flight lines had grudges to bear against us. That’s until they realised this Cd wasn’t 
going to be pushed around!!!

Arthur Silsby running out of time with about 4 manoeuvres left of his flight.

When a shower of rain came through Ashley Hoyland was adamant he was going to 
continue with his round. He said it was the best he had flow in a long time.  Ashley is 
one of life’s true gentlemen.

Poor Mathew Hoylands DZ failed to start costing him his round. I’m sure that this 
possibly cost him a podium place. 

At the end of the round I gave Mat permission to see if he could try and rectify the 
problem with his engine, which promptly started on the first turn of his starter.

Neil Scratchley’s electric Alize performed well. I will be taking this route next year as I 
have been test flying electric LiPo powered models all this season. I’m convinced this is 
the way to go. The cost of setting an Electric F3a model up is no more expensive than  
the conventional route

Andy Waterhouse (unlucky No13) trying to start up his YS in a clockwise direction 
costing him his fly off round

Feeling sick when we all witnessed the Big Buff crash in a spectacular fashion. I felt 
a bit bemused of the fact that I had radioed down to the show line and gave the pilot 
clearance  to use as much run way as possible as we; the Imac F3a & F3c lines had 
grounded our models until he had flown  only for the pilot of  Big buff to turn his model 
straight after take off. Because of the 20 mph tail wind the model stalled in

The greatest act of sportsmanship I have seen in a long time goes to my trusty caller 
Mr Barry Macleod for what he did on the last  deciding flight of the Nat’s. I the Cd was 

put into a no win situation! Barry’s actions saved the day Well done Barry you’re a true 
sportsman.

On Sunday afternoon Mike Goldby of the BMFA paid us a visit? We had a long 
discussion and I was heartened by his comments. He agreed that we was being 
cloistered by various disciplines and that he would look into the matter? Even Mike 
said he felt the Pylon line had moved too far down the runway towards us. He also 
commented that we was the best organised line of the Nat’s. Well done everybody.

Regarding my decision not to fly the Fly-off rounds

There was no outside influences on my decision not to fly the Fly-Off schedule on the 
Monday (although a few FAI pilots questioned the sanity of flying at all). My decision 
was based simply on the fact that we had a wind of 20mph gusting to 25mph cross 
wind 90 deg to the runway (Blowing in). 

I personally  felt that at least we stood a chance of looking good to the general public 
flying our well practised P05 schedule. If I had maintained that the pilots flew the F05 
schedule I’m sure that it would have done the association a disservice and would have 
been a public relations disaster. 

As it tuned out my decision was vindicated as we only managed to fly one round

I would like to thank all the pilots in making my role as Cd easier and also:-

Dave Scholes, Dave Tappin, Alan Simmonds (Stand-in Chief Judge), Nigel Armstrong 
and John Land for sitting out in the judges chairs. 

I would also like to thank all the pilots who judged the standard Class. Also Stuart 
Mellor who help with the paperwork. But a special thanks must go to John Mee for his 
words of encouragement when the chips were down.

Will I Cd the Nat’s next year? Well; I’m writing this article 4 days after the Nat’s have 
finished and I have never felt so tired in my life I just cannot keep my eyes open. The 
Job as Cd is a demanding role but at the same time I enjoyed it. I will make a decision 
at the Agm
 
Sam Since we were expecting a visit from the CAA, Sam 

thought it would be a good idea if everyone wore a bib! Ed.
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GBRCAA Domestic Competition League Table 2004 (Positions at 12th August 2004)
Based on best : 5 scores No of competitors: 56 pilots

Pilot Class Total Skelbrooke 
11th April

Winchester 
18th April

Mansfield 
30th May

Bedford 
6th June

Skelbrooke 
27th June

Newmarket 
27th June

Warboys 
11th July

Baldock 
18th July

Larks 24th 
25th July

Ashbourne 
8th August

Total no of competitors: �5 �� �4 22 �6 �4 �8 �� �7 �5
Sam Wragg FAI 80 �8 22 20 20
Richard Christopher FAI 64 22 22 20
Brandon Ransley FAI 52 26 26
Matthew Hoyland FAI 4� �6 �8 9
John Harrop FAI 40 �6 24
George Drever FAI �6 �6 20
Richard Welch FAI 24 24
Keith Jackson FAI 24 24
Steve Birchall FAI 22 22
Kevin Caton FAI 22 22
Richard Hirst FAI �2 �2
Arthur Silsby FAI �0 �0
Stephen Simm FAI 6 6

Barry Macleod Master ��2 �8 20 24 22 20 22 24
Andrew Waterhouse Master �0� 24 7 22 26 22
Brian Hoare Master 92 �2 �6 �8 �8 �6 �8 �8 20
Adrian Harrison Master 76 4 �� �� �4 �4 �6 �4 �8
Bill Michie Master 7� 20 �8 �� 24
Ken Moss Master 68 8 �0 �6 �4 �0 �6 �0 �2
Alistair Michie Master 47 �2 �0 5 20
Gerry Scothern Master �0 �4 8 8
Stuart Mellor Master 26 �2 �4
Greg Butterworth Master 24 �4 �0
Brian Gasgoine Master 20 20
Steven Simm Master 20 20
Tom Shore Master �4 �4
Nik Middleton Master � �

Neil Scratchley Senior �04 22 �8 22 20 22
Garry Peacock Senior 84 20 20 �8 26
Ashley Hoyland Senior 58 �4 20 8 �6
Andy Prime Senior 40 �2 �6 �2
James O’Neil Senior �6 �6 20
Ray Burbidge Senior �4 �8 �6
Martyn Uttley Senior �0 6 6 �8
Steve Kent Senior 28 8 20
Ian Pilton Senior 22 �2 �0
Clive Grisold Senior �6 �6
Eddie Scott Senior 8 8
Mick Binnersly Senior 4 4
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Pilot Class Total Skelbrooke 
11th April

Winchester 
18th April

Mansfield 
30th May

Bedford 
6th June

Skelbrooke 
27th June

Newmarket 
27th June

Warboys 
11th July

Baldock 
18th July

Larks 24th- 
25th July

Ashbourne 
8th August

Alan Connelly Standard 70 �6 4 �0 22 �8
Andrew Meek Standard 60 20 20 20
Keith Baker Standard 60 �2 �0 �8 6 �4
Stuart Turrell Standard 5� 7 �4 4 �6 �2
Geoff Ellis Standard 48 20 20 8
Tom Bootyman Standard 42 �4 �8 �0
Clive Grisold Standard 42 22 20
Chris Andrews Standard 40 �2 �6 �2
Mike Williams Standard 22 22
Mel Garlick Standard �8 9 6 �
Roger Maples Standard �8 �8
Richard Le Mare Standard �5 9 6
Andrew Wragg Standard �4 �4
Chris Bond Standard �0 �0
Steve Walker Standard �0 �0
Nigel Kern Standard �0 �0

Ryan Prime Sportsman 42 �4 �6 �2

Above: Brian Hoare with his Angel’s Shadow.
Left: Andy Prime poses briefly for the camera with his Explorer 90.  Andy is one of a number of 
Leicester MAC helicopter pilots who are turning away from the Dark Side to enjoy F3A.
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RC AEROBATICS
2.Leonard Cheshire Close. Heanor. Derbyshire. DE75 7PB

Tel No - 01773 770892       Fax No - 01773 770892
Mobile No - 07770921479

E-Mail - Sales@RC-aerobatics.co.uk

Web Site -  WWW.RC-AEROBATICS.CO.UK
RC-AEROBATICS BUILDING FOR YOUR SUCCESS !

RC-AEROBATICS are proud to announce that we are the sole UK ZN 
LINE distributor.

We at RC-AEROBATICS treat every customer as an individual and 
provide a full back up and building service

 We accept all major credit cards.

Opening times 
9am -7pm

7 DAYS A WEEK 

RC-AEROBATICS THE NEW BEGINNING !!

GBR/CAA Competition Entry Form 2004

Comp. Venue  Date:

Name:

Address:

Telephone No:

BMFA No.

(Pilots must hold a 
BMFA B Certificate )

GBR/CAA No.

Frequencies:

1.

2.

You must specify an 
alternate frequency.
Only ODD frequencies 
are allowed.

Your car details: Reg. No. Make Colour Names of Passengers

Completed entry form, entry fee and a self addressed, 
stamped envelope must be sent to the contest director 
not less than tHRee weekS prior to the contest 
date.

Cheques should be made payable to the GBR/CAA 
and dated for the date of the competition.

Important Notice to all Competitors and Contest Directors

Pre entry is a requirement of all GBRCAA competitions. If you wish to submit a late entry for a GBRCAA 
competition, contact the CD. If the CD is willing to accept your late entry you will have to pay double 
fees for the competition. If you have pre entered and fail to turn up on the day, no refunds will be given.

Competition Entry Fees - please tick
Sportsman £5
Standard £10
Senior £14
Masters £14
FAI Domestic £16
FAI Centralised £20

CD to return this part to entrant

Your entry for …………………………………………………..………...is accepted/rejected

Your frequency is …………………….
Remarks :

Signed …………………..…………..…….………….CD. Date …………………….

Important note for MOD sites:
You must bring some means of identification (Driving Licence, Passport etc.) on the day.

We at rc-aerobatics would like to apologise to all customers that had difficulty in 
contacting us on our new web-site.WWW.RC-AEROBATICS.CO.UK 
This was due to reasons beyond our control. We are now up,running and trading. 
We are currently upgrading to e.commerce, to make the site easier to use, until this 
is complete you may order from the site by e-mail or phone.
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900 pipe for 140 2c   £100.90
902 pipe for 160 2c   £110.80
592 Silencer ‘inverted mount’ for YS63   £36.00
593 silencer ‘side mount’ for YS63    £36.00
850 silencer ‘side mount’ for OS 160 FX   £77.88
923 scale muffler ‘side mount’ for YS 120-140 £75.50
924 scale muffler ‘inverted mount’ for YS 120-140 £75.50

Headers 
577 header for YS53-63  £32.50
580 header for YS 91-110 £32.50
796 header for YS 120-140  £32.50
661 header for 660 pipe  £38.90
791 header for 699 pipe £39.90
907 header for OS 160 FX £26.25
915 header for OS 140 RX  £27.81

Miscellaneous 
143 silicone connector 4c £5.60
158 pipe clamp for 530/674 pipe £4.08
114 pipe clip £3.50
196 pipe mount grommets [4c] £3.08
175 pipe mount grommets [2c] £3.08
186 pipe mount spacers £2.99
162 mounting stays 35mm long £3.60
184 mounting stays 40mm long £3.80
163 mounting stays 48mm long £3.90
167 Teflon coupler 91/140 4c £12.42

Tettra
4425 fuel dots £4.75
4302 fuel ts £4.95
5231 switch bracket £6.95
4033 480cc tank £9.50
4034 500cc tank £9.80

ZN LINE
Al kits come with carbon kevlar fuselage, competition grade balsa 
flying services ie wings, tail, rudder.
Carbon uc, balsa pack etc.

ZN Madness 11 (ARTF)  £220.00
ZN Synergy 90 3D (ARTF)   £379.00
ZN Suxess (F3A /3D) POA
Synergy 140 3D POA
Synergy F3A POA
Supreme POA
Enigma POA
Hyde-away POA
Evolis POA
Alliance POA
Majestic 3D POA

Large Scale
Extra 330 TOC POA
Extra 330 2.5mtr POA

PL PROD
Lazulite POA
Partner POA
Fiesta 3D POA
Flash Dance 3D POA
Cyclone 3D POA
Smaragd  POA

Large Scale
Extra 330 TOC  POA

Hatori
530 pipe for 48-70 4c   £55.50
692 pipe for 90-140 4c   £106.00
660 cooling pipe for 90-110 4c    (NEW)    £100.50
698 pipe for 120-140 4c    £112.50
699 cooling pipe for 140-160 4c  (NEW)  £109.50
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Super light weight pilots POA

APC props
14x10 £11.50
14x12 £11.50
14x13n £11.50
14x4w 3D £11.50
15x10 £11.50
15x11 £11.50
15x12 £11.50
15x12w £11.50
15x13 £11.50
15x13n £11.50
15x14n £11.50
15.5x12 £11.50
15.5x13 £11.50
16x10 £11.50
16x11 £11.50
16x12 £11.50
17x10n  £14.90

Manford Greaves
Manford greaves pipe for YS 140/160 £79.50

Dubro
Tygon petrol fuel tube £3.60mtr
Pull-pull system 3-16 £6.60
Pull-pull system 4-40 £6.60
Heavy duty control arms [JR] £15.50
Heavy duty control arms [FUTABA] £15.50

YS Engines
Ys 63s £229.00
Ys 110 £295.00
Ys 140fz £350.00
Ys 140l £365.00

4035 580cc tank £12.90
2007 angled clevis £4.95
2011 metal pin clevis £3.95
2302 ball link £3.50
3604 needle valve extension £5.56
3905 ys air filter [red] £11.50
3906 ys air filter [blue] £11.50

CFE
Air filter for ys 140 £15.50
Nose ring [pre-drilled] YS 140 £10.50

Nose ring [pre-drilled] OS 140 £12.50

ZN Line
Poyet mount YS 140/160 £159.00
Titanium prop nut adapter [blue] £33.57
13mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
20mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
26mm alloy horns [red] £12.00
76mm alloy spinner [light back plate] £42.90
82mm alloy spinner [light back plate] £42.90
82mm alloy spinner for synergy £42.90
Carbon spinner 4.5” £72.21
Carbon spinner 5” £82.15
Carbon spinner 6” £95.78
Carbon fixed gear +wheel pants £89.90
Carbon/nomex tank/servo tray £47.90

Asano
600mm carbon pipe for YS91/110 £125.00
630mm carbon pipe for YS140 £147.50
730mm carbon pipe for YS 140 £153.00
970mm carbon pipe for YS 140 £167.00
Direct joint manifold for YS 91/110 £91.50
Direct joint manifold for YS 140/160 £91.50
Carbon tail pipe extension £23.50
Carbon tail dispenser unit £35.00
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Beam soft mount for YS 91-110 £19.90
50mm light wheels £7.90
55mm light wheels £9.20
Tail wheel ass £16.50
Remote glow ass £12.00
Gear linkage £9.90
Hand fuel pump [glow] £18.42
450cc tank £4.90
520cc tank £7.25
545cc tank £7.25
Smoke pump £69.90 

Hyde mounts
Hyde mount for YS63 £64.90
Hyde mount for YS91/110 £81.90
Hyde mount for YS140/160 £118.00
Hyde A R A I for YS 140/160 £149.90

Hacker electric
Hacker C50-13 XL acro 6.7:1 £POA
Hacker master 90-0-acro controller £POA
Hacker master prog box £POA

NEW    NEW    NEW     NEW       NEW         NEW

ZN line synergy 140 3D all composite available in five colours
First models ready mid September  order now !
ZN line OXALYS new model of CPLR. Available with two piece
Wing or one piece wing. Kit will be in stock mid july.
Order now !

Ys 140dz £395.00 
Coming soon [first week in july]
Ys 160dz £449.00

MK
Mk synergy kit for ys63 £195.00
Mk alliance kit for ys 63 £190.00
Hand fuel pump [petrol] £15.60
3mm BB end [horn] £6.95
3mm BB end [servo] £6.75
3mm aileron rods 80-90mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 100-110mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 120-130mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 140-150mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 160-170mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 110-120mm £5.90
3mm aileron rods 130-140mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 100-110mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 110-120mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 120-130mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 130-140mm £5.90
2.5mm aileron rods 140-150mm £5.90
Dual elevator crank [small] £23.40
Dual elevater crank [large] £23.40
2.5mm BB end [horn] £6.90
2.5mm BB end [servo] £6.85
2.5mm ball link £3.95
Control horn [large black base] small £5.50
Control horn [large black base] med £5.50
Alloy horn small £3.90
Alloy horn med £3.90
Alloy horn large £3.90
Pipe band 30mm £6.00
Pipe band 35mm £6.10
Pipe band 40mm £6.20
Pipe band 50mm £6.30
Magic box fixing £24.60
Manifold support for 4c £24.60
Beam soft mount for YS 120-140 £31.90
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We are delighted to introduce this exclusive range of 
clothing to commemorate our 25th anniversary.

The jacket, fleece and polo shirts are embroidered with 
the GBRCAA logo on the front and 25 years logo on 
the sleeve.  The baseball cap and woolly hat have the 
GBRCAA logo embroidery only.  

Prices shown include VAT & P&P.  Any profit made will 
go to the association.

Please send your orders, stating size & colour, with 
a cheque made out to GBRCAA to:
Adrian Harrison, 6 Brendan Close, Coleshill, Bir-
mingham, Warwickshire, B46 �EF.  
Tel: 0�675 462672  
Email: public-relations@gbrcaa.org

Your name 
embroidered onto 

the garment.
Please add £1.50

Jacket - £29.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Fleece - £24.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Polo Shirts - £16.50
Royal, White, Navy & Red

S,M,L,XL,XXL

Baseball Cap - £10.00

Woolly Hat - £8.50


